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③ Tube trailer

②Liquid tanker

① Pipeline

Hydrogen supply chain

③ Tube trailer ： hydrogen is
compressed to pressures of 180 bar or
higher into long cylinders that are
stacked on a trailer that the truck hauls.

② Liquid tanker ： hydrogen is
transported as a liquid in super-
insulated, cryogenic tanker trucks.

①Pipeline： Transport pure hydrogen
by pipeline or blending hydrogen into
the natural gas pipeline.

Transportation

Transporting hydrogen through pipelines is the best choice for transporting large 
quantities of hydrogen over long distance.



Current pipelines for transporting hydrogen

Hydrogen pipelines and natural gas pipelines show great difference in  the technical 
requirements. For a techno-economic model of hydrogen pipeline  is necessary to 
analyze its feasibility, economy and investment decisions. 
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Pipeline Design
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Main design 
parameters

Output should satisfy 
the requirements

Hydraulic check：if pressure satisfies requirements

wall thickness

Thermodynamic check：if temperature satisfies requirements
Strength check: if the pipeline is instable 

yield strength



Station Design

Main design objects

Inlet pipelines

Filter branch pipelines

Trunk metering pipelines

Metering branch pipelines

Outlet pipelines
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Economic model
Items Composition Data

Pipeline cost

Engineering cost 644.09×104 CNY/km
Route engineering 256.35×104 CNY/km

Steel 129.08×104 CNY/km
Anti-corrosion 

and Thermal Insulation
19.81×104 CNY/km

Installation 75.67×104CNY/km

Testing 3.87×104 CNY/km
Cathodic protection 1.23×104 CNY/km

Earthworks 20.93×104 CNY/km
Construction road 5.76×104 CNY/km



Economic model

Items Composition Data

Station cost

Pipeline cost inside station Similar to pipeline

Valve chamber 250×104 CNY/station

Station engineering 2830×104 CNY/station

Auxiliary project 28.79×104 CNY/km

Crossing cost Directional crossing 4800 CNY/m

Operating & 
Maintenance Cost

Operating and maintenance cost 
for pipelines

being estimated by 5% of 
pipeline cost

Operating and maintenance cost 
for stations

being estimated by 5% of 
station cost



Economic model

Items Composition Data

Other cost

Preliminary work fees

/

Construction management fees

Special evaluation and inspection fees

Survey and design fees
Engineering insurance fees
Water and soil conservation

Other related expenses

Levelized cost 𝐶)*+ =
the total cost

transportation quantities



Case study-basic data

A region in the People’s Republic of China is taken as the study object. The
hydrogen produced in seven hydrogen plants M1-M7 is transported to eight cities
S1-S8 by pipeline. The supply and demand data are shown below.

Supply data Demand data



Design 
pressure/MPa

Inlet pressure 
/MPa

Outlet 
pressure/MPa Temperature/℃ Operating 

period/year
4.0 2.7-3.0 ≥2.0 20 20

Distance/km Hydrogen quantities /kg Rent cost/CNY Freight/CNY·kg-1

90 285 3700 12.98

170 285 6100 21.40

Liquefaction cost /CNY·kg-1 Freight /CNY·kg-1

34.29 1.40

Table 1 The basic data of pipeline

Table 2 Cost of tube trailer

Table 3 Cost of liquid hydrogen tanker

Case study-basic data



Case study-result

Using SPS, the pipeline with the diameter of 500 mm is selected to transport
hydrogen. The velocity of flow is lower than 10m/s. Pressure and temperature
requirements are both satisfied.

Station
Inlet 
pressure
/MPa

Outlet 
pressure 
/MPa

Inlet 
temperature 
/℃

Outlet 
temperat
ure /℃

Inlet flowrate 
/104Nm3·d-1

Outlet flowrate 
/104Nm3·d-1

Velocity
/m·s-1

Initial 
station - 3.0 20.0 20.0 336.6 320.3 7.1

Delivery 
station 2.9 2.9 19.5 19.5 320.3 199.3 7.0

Terminal 
station 2.8 — 19.5 19.5 199.3 — 4.5

Table 4 Technique parameters of pipeline (DN 500)

≤4MPa ≤10 m/s



Case study-result
The investment of hydrogen pipeline increases as the transportation distance grows.
This is mainly because more material consumption and land area are required for a
farther distance. The cost variation is depicted in the following figure, in which the
pipeline investment is between 9.6×108~35.43×108CNY for the distance of
150km~550km.

Total cost under different transportation distance



Case study-result
Ø Pipeline cost and crossing cost account for 30%~40% of the total cost.
Ø The third highest cost is station cost, occupying 10-20% of the total cost.
Ø The operating and maintenance cost is about 4%~5% of the total cost.
Ø The other cost, caused by preliminary work, special evaluation and inspection, is

relatively fixed and less affected by the transportation distance.

Cost composition under different transportation distance



Case study-result
Ø The levelized cost increases with transportation distance but decreases with throughput.
Ø There is a sharp drop in the levelized cost for the throughput of 1.8×104 t/y~4.6×104 t/y,
but the decrease becomes slow after throughput exceeds 4.6×104 t/y.

Ø Hydrogen pipeline transportation has significant economic advantages in a large-
throughput project.

Levelized cost under different throughputs and distances



Case study-result
Ø Pipeline has the levelized cost of 2.76 CNY/kg-10.12 CNY/kg, which is much cheaper
than the other two ways.

Ø Tube trailer is superior to liquid hydrogen tanker for the distance of lower than 350 km,
but the reverse is true after distance reaches 350 km.

Levelized cost under different transportation ways



Conclusion
Ø For the distance of 150km~550km, the total cost of hydrogen pipeline ranges from
9.6 × 108~35.43 ×108 CNY, and the levelized cost is between 2.76 CNY/kg-10.12
CNY/kg.

Ø For the given throughput, the cost of pipeline construction and crossing makes up
most of the total cost, and it increases with the distance.

Ø Hydrogen pipeline has an obvious advantage compared to tube trailer and liquid
hydrogen tanker, so it is a preferable way for transporting large-volume hydrogen
over long distance.

Ø The construction cost of pure hydrogen pipeline may be about 3-5 times higher than
that of natural gas pipeline. The new pipeline should be planned with full
consideration of hydrogen resources and demand distribution, economic
competitiveness and ecological benefits of other transportation ways.



Thanks for your attention!


